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EDITORIAL

P
olitical violence is commonplace in West Bengal,

where every level of elections is fiercely con-

tested. Over the last three years, however, the es-

calating violence has entered more dangerous terrain,

with a marked increase in communal tension and riot-

ing. On July 2 in Basirhat, an inflammatory Facebook

post, allegedly by a 17-year-old, provoked a round of

wanton violence orchestrated by some radical Muslim

outfits in the North 24 Parganas district. While the per-

son was arrested quickly, the State government dis-

played a lack of resolve to immediately halt the protests

that led to blocked roads, an attack on a police station,

and vandalisation of shops and houses in Basirhat and

nearby areas. Paramilitary forces were finally deployed

by July 4, returning a degree of calm but only after the

damage had been done. Soon, accusations and recrim-

inations followed as the BJP sought to make this a case

of minority-led communalism while the ruling Trin-

amool Congress complained that the BJP was fanning

communal tensions. The politics spilled over into a

needless spat between Chief Minister Mamata Banerjee

and Governor Keshari Nath Tripathi, attended by alleg-

ations and name-calling. Rather than personalise and

politicise a meeting between constitutional functionar-

ies to extract political mileage, Ms. Banerjee should

have shown greater initiative to defuse the situation by

tackling the violence firmly and bringing to book those

responsible for the acts of arson. The incidents in

Basirhat seem eerily similar to what transpired in

Kaliachak in Malda district in January 2016. Then, too,

the State government had not shown alacrity in ending

the violence, or acting against those responsible for it.

Such communal violence is not common in West

Bengal, which makes it all the more worrisome. The

State had largely escaped the communal trouble that

erupted in many parts of North India during the run-up

to and in the wake of the Babri Masjid demolition in

1992. In terms of political discourse, the contestation

between the Congress and the Left Front, and later with

the TMC, was mainly on the basis of class politics or pat-

ronage. Ever since the Muslim peasantry, especially in

southern Bengal, abandoned its support for the Left

Front — a fallout of the anti-land acquisition agitations

in Nandigram and Singur — the TMC has worked assidu-

ously to consolidate its support among them. But it has

done this by blatantly pandering to conservative and re-

actionary sections among Muslims, in the hope of earn-

ing the community’s support. Such an approach is ex-

actly what the BJP, which was once electorally

irrelevant in the State, feeds on in order to frame its own

polarising narrative. From all accounts this has worked,

as the party has grown into something of a political

force in the State. Some of West Bengal’s districts have

been hit particularly hard by the increasing hold of sec-

tarian politics, which risks turning the State into a com-

munal hot spot. Steps must be taken to urgently reverse

this trend before further damage is done. 

A dangerous turn
The West Bengal government should urgently

restore law and order in North 24 Parganas

T
he failure in Geneva last week of a round of talks

on the reunification of Cyprus is by all measures a

huge diplomatic setback. This is not the first time

the United Nations-backed dialogue between the break-

away Turkish-Cypriot state in the north and the Greek-

Cypriot Republic of Cyprus has been deadlocked. Even

so, the current stalemate is disappointing as the pro-

spects for a final deal had been pinned on the two inter-

locutors — Cyprus President Nicos Anastasiades and

Mustafa Akinci, his counterpart in Northern Cyprus.

Both represent a generation that regards the status quo

as an everyday reminder of the memories of partition of

the island, whose combined population is just about

one and a half million. The split took place in 1974 when

Turkey invaded the north after an Athens-backed coup

in Cyprus aimed at annexing the island. Among the

main challenges the two leaders face is the demand for

restitution of the property rights of the Greek-Cypriots

who had fled the north in the 1970s. The establishment

of an institutional framework to secure the interests of

both ethnic groups is another. Nicosia’s assurances of a

rotating presidency between Greek and Turkish-Cypri-

ots in a future federal union have not soothed anxieties

in the north. Another challenge is Turkey’s refusal to

guarantee the withdrawal of its troops stationed in the

north. President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan insists on an in-

definite Turkish military presence on the island. 

The record of stalled negotiations, in fact, is almost as

old as the 1974 partition. An early test of the diplomatic

and political resolve to reunite the region was the 2002

Kofi Annan plan for reconciliation. Its terms were rejec-

ted by Greek-Cypriots in a 2004 referendum, which co-

incided with Cyprus joining the European Union.

Voters had counted on the increased leverage EU mem-

bership would allow them vis-à-vis the north. On the

other hand, the Turkish-Cypriots had ratified the An-

nan plan overwhelmingly, sensing enhanced prospects

for a reunited island inside the bloc. The potential for

reconciliation might also have been boosted by Tur-

key’s bid to join the EU, which was then high on the

agenda in Brussels. More than a decade later, a reunion

seems to be as elusive as ever. Yet, the economic incent-

ives for reunification have, if anything, become more

compelling. A united Cyprus would allow both parts of

the island to realise their immense tourism potential.

The prospect of exploitation of offshore gas reserves in

the Mediterranean too is something the two sides could

then realistically set their eyes on. But the imperative is

not just economic — a successful settlement would al-

low Cyprus to be more in control of its affairs, without

both the sides being so reliant on neighbouring powers.

Divided island
The UN must quickly pick up the pieces 

to restart talks on the reunification of Cyprus 

W
e should by now be accus-
tomed to Sino-Indian sum-
mits occurring with the

backdrop of border trouble, and
Friday’s G20 meeting between a
smiling Prime Minister Narendra
Modi and a less enthused Chinese
President Xi Jinping was no excep-
tion. But the Doka La stand-off, at
the southern tip of the Chumbi Val-
ley where India, Bhutan, and China
meet, is perhaps the most signific-
ant of all the border confrontations
that have roiled the India-China re-
lationship in recent years. This is
not because of its size, dwarfed by
the Sumdorong Chu crisis of 1986-
87, or duration, still only a few days
longer than the Daulat Beg Oldi
stand-off of 2013. Rather, the im-
portance of the incident is
threefold.

What it implies 
One factor is the unique position of
the Chumbi Valley, which is at once
a dangerous conduit into the
slender Siliguri Corridor and a dan-
gerous choke point, exposed on
both sides, for Chinese forces. A
second factor is that this tussle is
formally over the interests and
rights of a third country, Bhutan,
echoing the wider competition for
influence in smaller countries —
Nepal, Bangladesh, Myanmar, Sri
Lanka, the Maldives, and else-
where — across the Indo-Pacific re-
gion. Third, the stand-off comes in
a period when it is clear that the
wheels are coming off the India-
China wagon, with Indian trust in
Chinese intentions collapsing

steadily and Beijing taking an ever-
more strident tone.

At the military level, India has
good reason to prevent Chinese
road building near Doka La.
Chinese activity has steadily in-
creased in the area beneath
Bhutan’s claim-line, pushing the
area under its de facto control
about 5 km southwards, towards a
crucial ridge-line. This has a num-
ber of implications. It would widen
the area of Chinese control in an
otherwise very narrow valley, from
around 8-9 km (Batang La to the
Amo Chu river) to 12-13 km
(Gamochen to the river), thereby
easing the logistics of moving large
numbers of troops. Control of the
dominating ridgeline would also
give China a strong position, by
some accounts even domination,
over Indian posts to the west, and
Bhutanese ones to the south and
east.

India is still well short of match-
ing the impressive infrastructure
development in Tibet over the past
decade, with two-thirds of sanc-
tioned roads on the Line of Actual
Control (LAC) still un-built. But
Chinese forces moving through the
Chumbi Valley — 90 km from top to
bottom — would have long, ex-
posed flanks. India has a formid-
able set of forces arrayed to the

west, with mountain divisions in
Gangtok (17th), Kalimpong (27th),
and Binaguri (20th) further to the
south, all of which are part of the
Siliguri-based 33 Corps. Further-
more, the 59th division of 17 Corps,
India’s first mountain strike corps,
raised for the purpose of offensive
operations into Tibet, is
headquartered in Panagarh and
will reportedly be operational this
year. It’s worth noting that former
National Security Advisor (NSA)
Shivshankar Menon has argued, in
his 2016 book Choices, that Beijing
backed down in the 2013 Depsang
incident “to a great extent because
of India’s improved capabilities,
which left the Chinese in no doubt
that India could embarrass them”.

The Bhutan advantage
Another of India’s military advant-
ages is its privileged relationship
with Bhutan. This allows it to bring
to bear large forces from the east. A
sizeable Indian Military Training
Team (IMTRAT) is permanently
based in western Bhutan, while
other units regularly cooperate
with the Royal Bhutan Army.
Bhutan’s involvement highlights
the way in which Sino-Indian com-
petition is increasingly channelled
through third countries, as China
relentlessly expands into India’s

periphery through strategic invest-
ments, trading relationships and
arms sales. India’s willingness to
intervene forcefully in a bilateral
Bhutan-China dispute is a reflec-
tion both of India’s own vital in-
terests in the Chumbi Valley and of
its commanding position in
Bhutan, which might otherwise
have ceded the Doklam plateau to
China in a territorial swap many
years ago. The India-Bhutan
Friendship Treaty, though revised
in 2007 to give Thimpu more
autonomy, still notes that the two
countries “shall cooperate closely
with each other on issues relating
to their national interests”. In this
sense, Bhutan is a special case. But
in stepping across an international
border and defying Chinese ex-
pectations, India has also signalled
a degree of confidence that will res-
onate more widely. This in part ex-
plains the especially vituperative
rhetoric that has seeped out of hy-
per-nationalist outlets like the
Global Times in recent days, such
as lurid promises to “liberate”
Sikkim and Bhutan, as well as
subtler steps such as this week’s
travel advisory for Chinese citizens
in India. 

There is a reasonable chance
that this stand-off will end within
weeks, with China quietly halting
road construction and Indian
troops returning westward to their
posts. The risk of escalation ap-
pears low. More broadly, the
thicket of border agreements accu-
mulated over the past 30 years — in
1988, 1993, 1996, 2003, and 2013 —
serve as an important cushion
whose value is still not fully appre-
ciated. 

But the wider context is one of
relentlessly hardening attitudes,
on both sides. Beijing is aggrieved
by the Dalai Lama’s visit to Tawang
in April, India’s aggressive repudi-

ation of the Belt and Road Initiative
in May, and India’s forward-leaning
posture in the South China Sea —
the latter underscored by Viet-
nam’s two-year extension of a
2006 oil concession to ONGC
Videsh last week. India’s com-
plaints are too numerous and fa-
miliar to elaborate, but they span
international institutions (mem-
bership of the Nuclear Suppliers
Group), terrorism (Masood Azhar),
sovereignty (China-Pakistan Eco-
nomic Corridor) and, in a more in-
choate way, questions of the basic
security order in Asia. 

Relationship in a flux 
“India-China relations are under-
going a change,” wrote former For-
eign Secretary Shyam Saran on July
3. “China believes that India should
acknowledge the power disparity
between the two sides and show
appropriate deference to China.”
India has always repudiated this
idea. But it is likely to become
bolder in doing so. This is evident
in last month’s U.S.-India joint
statement, where China was un-
mentioned but all pervasive in
areas from North Korea, to trade,
to freedom of navigation. It is on
display in the Bay of Bengal, where
one of the largest-ever iterations of
the Malabar exercise series is get-
ting underway with aircraft carri-
ers/helicopter carrier from India,
the U.S., and Japan. We see it also in
this weekend’s news, reported in
this newspaper, that the govern-
ment is conducting a national se-
curity review of Chinese invest-
ment in South Asia. Perhaps, in the
coming weeks, 17 Corps will sud-
denly find that the purse strings
have become looser too.

Shashank Joshi is a Senior Research
Fellow of the Royal United Services
Institute in London

Power games at the tri-junction 
The current border stand-off suggests India is likely to become bolder in resisting the idea of power disparity

shashank joshi
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S
ince 2013, Sri Lanka has been
witnessing a spike in targeted
attacks on the Muslim and

Christian minorities by hard-line
Sinhala-Buddhist groups. It began
with a fringe organisation’s cam-
paign against halal certification,
forcing shops to stop selling meat
labelled for Islamic guidelines. A
series of attacks on mosques and
shops owned by Muslims followed.
Within a year, violent communal
clashes erupted in the southern
coastal town of Aluthgama, killing
four people and injuring nearly
100.

At that time the incumbent
Mahinda Rajapaksa regime re-
mained silent, leading many to be-
lieve that it was passively backing
the Bodu Bala Sena (BBS or
Buddhist Power Force), a hard-line
Sinhala nationalist organisation
linked to the attacks. After Mr. Ra-
japaksa was ousted in the January
2015 elections, many Sri Lankans
hoped that the newly-elected gov-
ernment would end such impunity. 

Apparently it has not. Since April
this year, over 25 attacks on
mosques and Muslim-owned estab-
lishments have been recorded. Un-
like Mr. Rajapaksa, President
Maithripala Sirisena and Prime
Minister Ranil Wickremesinghe
have publicly stated that there is no

place for religious intolerance in Sri
Lanka. Mr. Sirisena ordered a po-
lice crackdown on violence against
minorities while Mr. Wickremes-
inghe vowed tougher laws against
religious hate crimes.

However, the BBS’s firebrand
monk-leader, Galagoda Aththe
Gnanasara Thero, notorious for his
inciting speeches, including the
one believed to have instigated the
Aluthgama riots, remains virtually
untouched. In late June, the monk,
who had been “in hiding” for a
month, finally surrendered to a
court only to be granted bail the
same day. The BBS continues airing
its very provocative views on
Muslims. 

There is no denying that it was
the long-drawn-out silence of Sri
Lanka’s national leaders that made
the politics of the BBS less of the
fringe and more mainstream in the
first place.

Political context
It is also important to consider that
whether in India or Sri Lanka, the
intolerance that manifests in hate
attacks is not unrelated to the reli-
gious-nationalist agendas of polit-
ical parties currently in power. Ele-
ments within both governments
can get away with expressing ex-
tremist ideologies, shared by some
of the hard-line groups directly en-
gaging in brutal violence. Also, it is
well-known that the national
parties bank heavily on extreme
right-wing forces for electoral
support.

Less obvious is the spontaneous
alignment of many of the right-
wing religious fundamentalists in

both countries. Apart from agree-
ing ideologically, these groups ap-
pear to be vigorously networking
among themselves.

At the height of anti-Muslim at-
tacks in Sri Lanka in 2013, Bharatiya
Janata Party (BJP) National General
Secretary Ram Madhav, who was
then the national spokesman of the
Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh
(RSS), wrote in its publication Sam-
vada that “the issues raked up by
the BBS are worthy of active and
sympathetic consideration”. In
2014, Gnanasara Thero said discus-
sions were at the “highest level”
with the RSS on a Buddhist-Hindu
‘peace zone’ in the region to com-
bat a “growing threat of radical Is-
lam”. Confirming that informal dis-
cussions were held with “a couple
of people” in the RSS, BBS Chief Ex-
ecutive Officer Dilanthe Withanage
told The Hindu last week that it is
“high time we worked closely with
the BJP and RSS.” The BBS has also
formed an alliance with Myanmar’s
969 movement, a militant Buddhist
group linked to anti-Muslim riots
there.

The Vishwa Hindu Parishad

(VHP) invited Sri Lanka’s Northern
Province Chief Minister C.V.
Wigneswaran for the World Hindu
Congress in New Delhi in Novem-
ber 2014. Addressing the conclave,
the Chief Minister said that the diffi-
culties faced by the Hindu com-
munity in the island had not ended
after the war. That the Chief Minis-
ter decided to foreground chal-
lenges of the Hindus alone raised
eyebrows, given that the Northern
Province is also home to war-af-
fected Tamils following other
faiths.

In a separate development, a
group of Hindus in Sri Lanka’s
Tamil-majority north launched
‘Siva Senai’ in October 2016, de-
scribing it as an organisation that
sought to “protect Hindus from
threats of other religious groups”.
The RSS, the VHP and the BJP were
“very supportive” of the move, its
Chief Organiser told The Hindu at
the time.

Last month, when the Sri
Lankan police were searching for
Gnanasara Thero, an organisation
called the Hindu Mahasabha Lok-
tantrik wrote to the Indian Home
Ministry asking the Government of
India to provide security to the
wanted monk. Reportedly a new
Hindu nationalist party, the organ-
isation might be on the margins of
mainstream Hindutva politics. But
it is hard to miss how these so-
called fringe elements embolden
each other and are ever-ready to
join forces.

Faint reactions
While the religious right wing in the
region appears to be networking

well, resistance to these regressive
elements has been, at best, isol-
ated. 

Among activists and the intelli-
gentsia, the idea of ‘South Asia’ ap-
pears confined to the conference
circuits or infrequent, one-off
protests. Barring a fading and ques-
tionable sympathy in Tamil Nadu
for Eelam Tamils there have been
few expressions of solidarity
between the neighbouring coun-
tries in the last decade. The left, lib-
eral civil society and public intel-
lectuals seem to have been
preoccupied with domestic chal-
lenges to the extent that they are
seldom heard condemning viol-
ence or repression right next door.

The region is fraught with divis-
ive hate politics, as is the world at
large. The need for progressive
voices to consolidate their dispar-
ate struggles is clear and urgent.
Such a broad movement must not
only transcend borders but also
factor in the key material concerns
of the vast majority of people, on
which reactionary forces feed. Just
as it takes hate politics head on,
such a movement must speak to the
economic insecurities of millions,
or hawkish right-wing forces are
waiting in the wings to politically
hijack the cause.

In the era of charged activism on
social media, dissent is often ac-
companied by individual self-right-
eousness. It is not the shrillness of
opposition that matters, but its
breadth, depth and consistency
that makes a difference.

meera.srinivasan@thehindu.co.in

Building solidarity beyond borders
While reactionary forces in Sri Lanka and the region are networking well, resistance remains isolated

meera srinivasan
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Raids and politics
After the raids by the CBI at
RJD chief Lalu Prasad’s
residence, a piquant
situation has arisen in Bihar.
Rather than follow the BJP’s
suggestion of breaking away
from the RJD, it would be
more prudent for Bihar
Chief Minister Nitish Kumar
to drop the Ministers from
the cabinet till they prove
their innocence. It is a
testing time for Nitish
Kumar who is known for his
honesty and being an astute
and capable leader. One
cannot forget that he has
stabilised the law and order
situation in Bihar which
collapsed under the RJD’s
misrule. The State has also
made strides in various
sectors under Mr. Kumar’s
leadership. 
If the electorate hadn’t
placed its faith in Mr.
Kumar, one wouldn’t have
had the result we saw in the
Bihar Assembly election. As
Mr. Kumar has also desired
a strong opposition to
challenge the BJP in 2019, he
should remain with the 17

Opposition parties and
present a united front
(“After raids, BJP awaits big
crack in grand alliance”,
and Editorial – “The waiting
game”, both July 8). 
Jayant Mukherjee,

Kolkata

China’s moves
With its deep pockets,
China is leaving no stone
unturned to bring smaller
nations under its influence.
Though countries invest in
other nations for economic
integration and
development in today’s
globalised world, in the case
of China it is a ploy to
systematically develop
hegemony over the region
and intervene in internal
policies to its benefit. India
might not have such
resources at its disposal as
China but its democratic
credentials are an
advantage. Chinese
investment in the South
Asian region has less to do
with development and is
more about asserting its
economic supremacy and

singling out India in the
region (“PMO, NSA tracking
impact of Chinese FDI in
South Asia” ( July 9).
Gagan Pratap Singh,

Noida, Uttar Pradesh

Falling off the map
Goyara Mugali in Uttar
Pradesh’s drought-prone
Bundelkhand region is a
symbol of the callous
neglect of rural India by
successive governments.
That even its historical
significance could not
attract governmental
attention to its
backwardness is tragic. It is
a metaphor for rural
resilience — about how the
development-deprived
rural populations fall back
upon their resourcefulness
and ingenuity to cope with
existential struggles. It also
typifies the existence of
untapped rural sporting
talent. That a self-trained
coach such as Aftab could
produce volleyball stars
points to the wastage of
India’s sporting potential on
account of official apathy.

The rural poor are still
paying the price for the
urban-centric
developmental paradigm
started by our rulers which
modelled itself on the
Soviet-style centralised
planning that was ill-suited
to a predominantly rural
economy like India’s. That
was why Gandhiji
advocated decentralised
development with the
village at its core. India’s
urbanisation may be
irreversible, but it is worth
remembering that the
distress-driven rural to
urban migration would not
happen if even a fraction of
the funds allotted for smart
cities is utilised for
providing basic amenities in
the villages and for reviving
area-specific economic
activities (‘Ground Zero’
page – “A spike in the
footprints of time”, July 8).
V.N. Mukundarajan,

Thiruvananthapuram

Employees’ rights
The unceremonious
removal of an unidentified

IT employee at a leading IT
firm major — and an
incident which is doing the
rounds on social media — is
a grim reminder of the
initial days of the industrial
era. 
Have we progressed from
the days of slavery and
ruthless exploitation?
Employees in the private
sector seem to be devoid of
any form of job security and
appear to be vulnerable.
Given these circumstances,
why are managers resisting
unionisation among
employees to protect
themselves from being
exploited? 
Dr. D.V.G. Sankararao,

Nellimarla, Andhra Pradesh

‘Cut’ practice
The practice of cuts and
commission in the medical
field has been reported for
decades and we now have it
confirmed (‘Being’ page —
“Sordid practice, willing
actors”, July 9). There is also
a possibility that the
medical profession feeds
unaccounted money into

the system, knowingly or
unknowingly. Years ago,
when I went to a specialist
at his private clinic, I
observed that he saw
around 60 patients a day,
charging each ₹300. Bills
were provided only on
request. 
While the working class is
taxed at source, the system
provides ample
opportunities for some
professions not to report
their full income. In their
defence, doctors may say
that they have spent a
number of years studying to
become full-fledged
doctors. Some may have
even spent even
astronomical amounts as
capitation fees. If this is
true, then the government
is perhaps duty-bound to
mitigate their grievances.
However, the noble image of
the profession shouldn’t be
sullied because of a few
transgressions on their part.
V. Subramanian,

Chennai
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